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ON RIALTO BEACH
Gusts of briny spray off the breakers met me as I climbed over the bonewhite drift logs and clambered onto the beach. The sand at Rialto Beach
hardly qualified as such, especially given the silky, tan-hued, warm-tothe-toes sand Marie and I were accustomed to from our childhood on
Redondo Beach in California. Here the sand was a strip of dark granules
that gradually grew larger as the beach sloped upward, becoming tiny pebbles, then marble-size stones, and lastly perfectly spherical rocks the size of
a fist. It was the indisputable power of erosion on full display on this swath
of beach. The first thing I did was scoop up a handful of the wet granules
and gaze at them, their umber, black, viridian, and blue-gray with specks of
opaque white mixed in, all arrayed across the skin of my palm and fingers.
It was 1925, the second week of our annual summer stay at the compound Mr. C had built on this remote corner of the continent. I had
gotten an early start on my morning outing. It was not yet 7:00 a.m.,
and the tide was still receding. I had never ventured up the beach alone
before because of the fear of the surf and tides that Mr. James, a friend
of Mr. C’s, and so many other locals had instilled in me and my twin
sister, Marie. In our five years of coming to Rialto Beach we’d been told
horrific tales of rogue waves snatching solitary walkers off the beach and
pulling them into the icy cold ocean with its fierce undertow, of mammoth logs being tossed ashore on the surf and crushing unsuspecting
campers, of someone being trapped on an outcropping as the tide rapidly rose, stranding the helpless soul and eventually shredding his tender
flesh on the abrasive sea rocks before drowning him. Despite my caution
in checking the weather forecast and tide tables and keeping a close eye
on my wristwatch, these stories held steady in the back of my mind as I
walked up the beach toward the sea stacks that rose ahead like colossal
sentries in the foggy distance.
At a rivulet that poured down from the hillside and zigzagged across
the beach, the dark sand became finer. The water carved a small canyon
into it, and the sand looked firm enough to step on. Yet when I leapt
across the rivulet, my foot sank straight up to my ankle. My quick dancer
reflexes saved me, though, and I was able to bound forward another
step and extract my foot before my shoe filled with water. The incident
made me pause and look back at how far I’d come. The house and cabins
situated at the bend in the bluff, near the mouth of the river, were no
longer visible through the ocean haze. I looked around and realized how

alone I was on this remote beach. It was beautiful—In a bleak sort of way,
I could hear Marie in my head say in her most sarcastic voice—but it was
also a little unsettling to be out there. Above the drift logs piled high on
the beach, the wind-twisted trees along the hillside appeared deformed
and menacing. Beyond these the dark woods seemed impenetrable and
foreboding, like something out of the Brothers Grimm. In the other direction, out past the breakers, a foursome of brown pelicans glided past,
skimming the ocean’s surface. Other than this, the only movement on the
beach came from the tireless waves crashing onto the sand and the steady
wind rustling the treetops. I told myself not to be a nervous ninny, that
there was nothing to be afraid of. I reminded myself I’d been walking
only thirty minutes or so and was not very far from the compound. And
with this bit of reassurance, I continued up the beach.
I was elated when I reached the Hole-in-the-Wall rock that Tucker,
Mr. James’s hired hand, had described to me a couple of days earlier.
The jagged opening in the enormous sea stack was twenty feet high and
just as wide, and since I reached it at optimum low tide I had no trouble
walking through as if it were an enormous portal opened just for my
entry. At this point along the shoreline, there was in fact a row of three
sea stacks that had once formed the headland and now created a kind of
demarcation between Rialto Beach and the length of beach extending up
the coast of the peninsula to Cape Flattery.
On the other side of the wall, I sat on a dry rock, took the thermos
from my rucksack, and poured myself a cup of tea, which smelled especially fragrant in this isolated setting. I alternated sips of the steamy
tan liquid with deep gulps of ocean air and took in the rugged splendor
that surrounded me. The sea stacks served as a windbreak, cutting down
on the chill and mist from the surf. Due to the low tide, the interceding
rocks of the headland stretched far out, well above the waterline. Seeing
the countless tidal pools among the rocks, I finished my tea and headed
off to explore. In some places the uneven rocks were slick with greenish
sea slime, elsewhere encrusted with vast colonies of barnacles or covered
in jagged beds of mussels no larger than a thumb but numbering in the
thousands. As I combed the nooks and crannies among the rocks, my curiosity my only guide, I was glad I didn’t have Marie along to distract me—
or anyone else for that matter. I was an explorer, adventuresome and independent, on a natural history expedition from Captain Vancouver’s ship,
which lay at anchor in a nearby cove. My discoveries were all my own.
The rocks were strewn with purple and orange starfish. Sometimes a
score or more crowded a section of porous rock, many with arms that

stretched several feet across from tip to tip. A few had a whole ganglia
of tendril-like arms. The field guide booklet I’d brought with me called
these peculiar creatures basket fish because they could be dried in such a
way as to make their arms form a basket. The most wondrous creatures,
though, were the large sea anemones with their turquoise strands magnified by the clear shallow pools, and then the smaller ones that were fewer
in number yet more startling in their violet and pink clusters. Limpets
and whelks—which I would have mistook for scallops and snails without
the field guide—were abundant as well. There were also a number of
prickly sea urchins, including a vibrant red variety. Tucker had told me
that the Indians liked to crack open their egg-like center and eat the viscous yellow substance inside. Along the sides of the tidal pools, the rocks
were often draped in kelp and seaweed. Twice I slipped and grasped the
nearest rock surface to balance myself, each time giving my hand a mild
abrasion that left my palm and fingers smarting. Yet, determined to investigate as many tidal pools as I could, I carried on.
I was out on the rocks for an hour or more, planning how I would
return to this spot again and explore even farther up the shoreline. After
all, our summerlong residence at the compound had only just begun. So
as I made my way back to the beach I rehearsed the words I’d choose to
describe my outing to a skeptical Marie when I returned to the house,
how I would tantalize her with my adventures. I retrieved my rucksack
and walked toward the logs, eager to eat my sandwich, drink another
cup of tea, and make a few drawings in my sketchbook. At this point I
had been drawing for several years, but only recently had people around
me, including Mr. C and Lillian, begun to remark on the quality of my
sketches. I hoped to do a lot of drawing during our stay at Rialto Beach.
Since the morning air was no longer so bracingly cold, I took off my
hat and coat and pushed up the sleeves of my sweater before sitting on a
dry log high up on the beach. I could not have been more contented as I
sat there quietly and enjoyed my modest repast. After neatly folding the
wax paper in which Cook had wrapped my sandwich and emptying the
last of the tea from the thermos into my cup, I placed everything back in
the rucksack and took out my sketchbook and pencil. I paused with my
pencil over the blank page while gazing out upon the expansive ocean.
I can’t say when exactly my gaze was broken. I may have heard something, perhaps the soft sound of a foot pressing down into the smooth
beach rocks. But before I could form the intention of turning about to look,
someone’s arms were clutching me and I was being hoisted off my log. My
first thought was that a bear had seized me, but I could hear grunting—a

man’s grunting—as he carried me back toward the trees. I thrashed and
kicked, trying to free myself from his hold, but he was twice my size and
squeezed me like a Raggedy Ann doll. I might have been screaming; I can’t
remember. But it wouldn’t have mattered. My screams would have disappeared amidst the whirl of the wind and drone of the surf. Moreover, no
one was nearby to hear. I do remember jabbing at his forearm and the back
of his hand with my pencil until he yelped and knocked it from my grip.
Only when he threw me on the ground at the edge of the woods and
stood over me did I see who it was.
“Lou,” I said, relieved to see his familiar face and believing for an instant he was only engaging in a little playful roughhousing with me, that if
I glanced about I would see Charlie and Mel—the other two members of
the road crew who had accompanied us to the Olympic Peninsula—standing there and sharing a good laugh over the scare they’d just given me.
“Just shut up,” he growled and reached down, grabbed two fistfuls of
my sweater, and ripped it off me, snapping my head forward and nearly
yanking my arms from their sockets. I fell back onto the ground and
knew that Charlie and Mel weren’t there. They couldn’t tell Lou that was
enough and then offer their apologies for frightening me so.
“Don’t, Lou,” I said. “Please.”

§
When we intuit the demesne that lies beyond the opacity of our dim
senses, it’s like a glimpse of unexpected light in the dark. There, then
gone. And while I don’t pretend to be an occultist or spiritualist, mystic
or clairvoyant, I believe the world is brimming with phenomena both
seen and unseen. Whether Mr. Claude Alexander Conlin, the man who
had brought us to Rialto Beach that summer—and who hired the brute
who attacked me—ever subscribed to such fancies, I could not say definitively. He did, however, exploit those fancies in others.
In the years that Marie and I spent as his stage assistants—1920 to
1926—he claimed to be the world’s greatest mentalist, billing himself
variously as The Man Who Knows, The Crystal Seer, The Telepathic
One, He Who Foresees, and Alexander the Great. Privately, he acknowledged his feats of psychic fluency were predicated on mechanical deceit
and the unflagging gullibility of the public. “And little else,” he would
add. Yet, it was this little else, this unidentifiable element, that always left
me wondering. Indeed, he liked to keep me and Marie guessing, as when
he foretold that our mother would remarry and one month later she did.

“She told you,” we protested.
“Ridiculous,” he replied. “Your mother would never entrust such
knowledge to me. And besides”—here he lowered his chin to peer at
us with his swami’s gaze—“you should know better than to doubt the
mystic undercurrents that swirl beneath the world’s sham appearances.”
It was true that our mother tended to be a secretive person, unlikely to
divulge such details from her private life to Mr. C or anyone else. It was
also true that even after handing us over at the tender age of seventeen to
the care of Mr. C and his wife, Lillian, for the purpose of advancing our
stage careers, our mother was never particularly fond of him. It wasn’t
that she suspected his motives, but more that she had always been wary of
people in general, especially men. As for the “mystic undercurrents,” Marie
scoffed at such pompous talk. I, on the other hand, preferred to keep an
open mind.
Regrettably, no notions of either this world or its nether corollaries—as
alluring as these may be—can adequately account for what happened that
particular summer. Lou Morton was new to Mr. C’s road crew. Charlie, who
had been Mr. C’s road manager for eight years, recommended him, saying
he knew Lou’s brother in Los Angeles, and so Mr. C had hired him. But he’d
only been with the crew three weeks before this latest trip to Rialto Beach,
the spot at the mouth of the Quillayute River where Mr. C had built his
summer compound. No one knew him very well, not even Charlie. During
the six shows we did in Nevada, Arizona, and Utah prior to the long trek
north, no one had even introduced us. He drove the equipment truck and
hauled trunks in and out of the theaters. Otherwise I rarely saw him. He was
a big, hulking fellow, well over six feet tall, with thinning yellow hair, though
he couldn’t have been more than thirty years old. He was also moody. He
always seemed to be brooding about something or another, almost to the
point of being rude when you crossed paths with him. A person could barely
get a “Hello” out of him, much less a proper “Good morning.” Marie said
that he once opened a backstage door for her, which she thought gentlemanly of him, but in the next instant he reached out and touched her hair.
When she jumped back and demanded to know what he was doing, he said
he’d spotted a bug and was going to pluck it out. He didn’t apologize for
startling her, and from then on every time she saw him, his face burned red
and he rushed out of her presence. I joshed and said he had a crush on her,
but really, he gave us both the willies, and that’s why we tried our best to steer
clear of him.
I have no idea why Mr. C brought him along to Rialto Beach except
that was just Mr. C’s way. He liked having his entourage close at hand,

road crew and all. Even when he took time off from performing, he
wanted his hirelings attending to him—which was why Marie and I
always had to travel to his preposterous outpost on the Northwest coast.
He said he enjoyed our companionship too much to abandon us to the
dusty summer heat and noise of Los Angeles.
And yet, it was no easy journey from Los Angeles to Rialto Beach.
It took nearly a week. For the first two years we would ride the train to
Seattle, then board a boat to Port Angeles, take a car to the end of Lake
Crescent, board a small steam ferry the length of the lake, take another
car to the township of Forks, and finally ride a horse-drawn wagon the
rest of the way through the woods to the settlement of Mora, where we
would stay at the hotel owned and operated by Mr. James, one of Mr. C’s
longtime friends. Meanwhile, during these first years, Mr. C oversaw the
construction of his compound a short distance away on Rialto Beach, so
named after the many Rialto Theaters he performed in across the country. Shortly after the main house and adjacent cabins were constructed
at Rialto Beach, the road around Lake Crescent was completed and the
road to Mora properly graded for automobile passage, and we could then
drive all the way from Port Angeles.
Once our arduous travel was behind us and we arrived at Rialto Beach,
I was quite content. I could do all the drawing I wanted. But poor Marie,
she would have preferred to stay in Los Angeles. Unfortunately, Mr. C
never liked being with just one of us. It had to be both or neither—and
he preferred both. We were, after all, “The Nartell Twins,” Marie and
Marguerite, his “tender young ferns,” as he began to call us shortly after
making our acquaintance in the Los Angeles hotel room where he, Lillian,
and our mother arranged for us to join his act. He officially changed our
last name to Nartell, which he felt suited the exotic dance routine we
would be performing as part of his show better than Johnson, our real last
name. There were plenty of times, right from the start, when we wanted
to drop the phony stage name, forget we were twins, and simply be ourselves—Marie Johnson and Marguerite Johnson. It was Marie, though,
who made the mistake, prior to our last trip to Rialto Beach, of suggesting
to Mr. C that she might stay in Los Angeles to oversee the cleaning and
mending of the outfits, et cetera, et cetera. Mr. C would have none of it.
“That won’t do,” he said. “Roy will see to all that.” Roy Heinman
was Mr. C’s business manager. He oversaw all the business and operational details for Claude Alexander Conlin, who by 1925 made more
money than Harry Houdini, Douglass Fairbanks, or Babe Ruth. Indeed,
Roy was also one of the few from Mr. C’s entourage who was excused

from accompanying him to the Olympic Peninsula. “Besides,” he added,
“Marguerite would be lonesome without you.”
This wasn’t necessarily true, but I didn’t say anything. In point of fact,
a short sisterly separation would have done us both good, and we knew it.
Since birth—seven minutes apart: Marie at 3:57 a.m. and me at 4:04 a.m.,
October 3, 1902—Marie and I had rarely been out of one another’s company for longer than an hour or two. Such were simply the circumstances fate
handed us, as it does most twins. From those early childhood years with our
parents, to our boarding with the nuns at St. Anne’s at age twelve after our
father’s disappearance, to our joining Mr. C’s stage show five years later, the
contiguity of our twinship was rarely broken. The truth was we were both
highly independent spirits, as twins often are, and we would readily have
welcomed the summerlong separation, had Mr. C allowed it. We knew our
lifelong union, our mirroring bond—she right-handed, I left-handed—extended far beyond mere nearness to one another. We were synchronized in
an almost preternatural way. Yet, as we continued to slide into adulthood,
this synchronicity grew somewhat tiresome for both of us. We each felt the
need to exercise our independence one from the other—our autonomy, if
you will—and to this end we increasingly made efforts to stay out of one
another’s business. Plus, Marie found herself more and more preoccupied
by her interest in Charlie (and his in her), which was probably the only
reason she gave in to Mr. C’s insistence on dragging her to the Olympic
Peninsula for the fifth year in a row. That and the fact that we both knew a
person did not argue with Claude Alexander Conlin—period.
And hence we and the rest of his train of underlings arrived at Rialto
Beach in mid-June. Our first evening back was quite celebratory, though
Lou withdrew early from the festivities and wasn’t seen for the rest of
the night. Right after dinner several locals from Forks and Mora dropped
in to visit, people Mr. C had befriended over the years, folks who enjoyed
his generous hospitality and bonhomie. There was whiskey smuggled
from Canada and ale brewed in the backwoods shed of a Clallam County
commissioner—a high-potency concoction worthy of the commissioner’s Scottish heritage. Meanwhile, a short man with a white beard and a
fisherman’s cap played the mandolin accompanied by his son, a stoutfaced lad squeezing the concertina. When a fiddler showed up and started sawing away at his strings, Charlie took Marie by the hand and led her
through a schottische dance. When they were done, he planted a kiss on
her cheek and they bowed as everyone applauded.
As usual, there were requests for Mr. C to perform magic tricks and
read someone’s fortune, which he politely declined to do, saying he

needed to rest his powers and perhaps in a few days he would invite
everyone back for a small demonstration.
“Furthermore,” he told the assembled guests as he turned to Marie
and me, “my beautiful assistants are tired as well. The long trek has made
my little ferns droop.”
Everyone laughed, and taking our cue, Marie and I blushed.
“I’m sure the region’s moisture will replenish us,” I tossed out, contributing to the general amusement.
Unamused, Marie leaned into me and whispered, “If it doesn’t drown
us first.”
As stated, she wasn’t fond of Rialto Beach. And who could blame
her? Was any place more remote in all the forty-eight states? Until Mr.
C showed it to us on the map four years ago, neither of us had ever
heard of the Olympic Peninsula. And once we arrived that first time,
the frighteningly jagged mountains, the towering trees, the bears and
wolves prowling the impenetrable forest, the icy streams racing down
every hillside, the turbulent ocean storms, the incessant rain…all these
elements exacerbated our already foreboding sense of removal from the
civilized world. At times it seemed as if Rialto Beach were the loneliest
place on the planet. In addition, Marie and I knew it would be impossible to leave on our own, that once there we were effectually held captive
by the dense forest, torrential tributaries, and pounding ocean surf that
penned us in.
Nevertheless, a good deal of activity took place in the vicinity. There
was Forks, of course—a logging town, but a bona fide town nonetheless—yet because it was a dozen miles inland, going there required a
car, and Mr. C kept only one at the compound, his Franklin sedan, and
refused to let Marie or me (or Lillian for that matter) learn how to drive
it. Only a mile from Rialto Beach, however, was Mora, where the Dickey
River flowed into the Quillayute River. In addition to the motel owned
by Mr. James, Mora had a post office, saloon, dry goods store, and several houses. Within a two- or three-mile radius of Mora, several fishing
camps clung to the silted banks of the two rivers, and a handful of farmsteads had taken hold in the small prairies situated throughout the forest.
There was also La Push, just across the mouth of the Quillayute, where
the Quileute Indians had their reservation. It had several streets lined
with clapboard houses, a mercantile store, a schoolhouse, a smokehouse,
two church buildings, and several piers with shacks at the end of them.
Because it was tribal land and going there seemed like trespassing to us,
Marie and I had never ventured across the river to visit.

Then, finally, there was Rialto Beach. Mr. C’s compound was built into
the bend in the bluff so that to the left it overlooked the mouth of the
river and to the right the beach and open ocean. It included the two-story main house with its wraparound sitting porch, three sizeable cabins,
a carriage house that held the Franklin and a disused buckboard wagon,
and a treehouse constructed among the sturdy limbs of a big-leaf maple
tree located a dozen yards up the slope. Among all the structures, including an apartment above the carriage house, there were fourteen beds, and
nearly all were occupied while Mr. C was in residence at Rialto Beach.
My favorite part of the compound, though, was unquestionably the treehouse, where I would often go with my sketchbook and pencil to draw.
In addition to his usual entourage, Mr. C had let drop at dinner that
his good friend the comedic actor Harold Lloyd would be travelling from
Los Angeles in just a few weeks to visit. Marie and I had seen his most
recent picture, Safety Last!, at the Granada Theater in Los Angeles the
year before and had laughed ourselves senseless at his adorable antics—
so we were excited by the news of his visit. How Mr. C had ever convinced him to come all the way up to the Olympic Peninsula, I couldn’t
imagine. Perhaps Harold Lloyd, like Mr. C, was an avid sportsman and
the two would go hunting and fishing the whole while. That’s all I could
figure.
Before the Hollywood star’s visit to Rialto Beach, though, Mr. C had
various projects to keep him occupied, one of which was photography,
in particular taking photographs of Marie and me. He liked to say we
were ideal models for what he termed his pictorialist aesthetic. So on the
second evening following our arrival, he told us to be ready first thing the
next morning for a photographic session—“While the dew is still wet on
the grass,” as he put it—and though Marie and I objected to having to
rise so early—“Please can’t we sleep in one more day?” we pleaded—he
would have none of it.

§
So Marie and I were up early the next morning, still in our nightshirts,
sitting across from one another at the large wooden table in the kitchen,
sipping the coffee that Cook made and eating our usual toast and orange
marmalade, when Mr. C entered and declared it a most glorious day for
taking pictures.
Marie yawned and said, “So what?”
Mr. C ignored her.

He was already a tall man, yet in his knickers and calf-high boots he looked
as if he were standing on stilts. He also wore a felt campaign hat and a thighlength canvas jacket trimmed in leather along the collar and side pockets. His
grooming never took a vacation and, as ever, he was clean shaven and walked
in the olfactory aura of his favorite fragrance, “Eau de Lausanne”—which,
because he purchased it at a swank menswear shop on Rodeo Drive, Lillian
called “Eau de L.A.” But that was just Lillian. Though several years younger
than Mr. C, she had his number, as the saying goes. And even as she put up
with his personal affectations and various shenanigans—and, I believe, genuinely loved him—little about her husband escaped her attention.
“What, pray tell, shall be today’s theme?” I asked Mr. C in what for me
was a rare display of sarcasm.
Before each photo session, he would declare a theme he wished us to
adopt and we would try to dress accordingly. It might be Indian maidens,
Arabian concubines, Mayan slave-girls, London waifs, Eskimo nuk-nuks,
Celtic sprites, or Russian princesses, but really all that mattered was that
we donned something sheer and revealing and for effect maybe added a
few feathers or a fur hand muff.
“Woodland nymphs,” he said. “So get ready.”
A half hour later the three of us were trudging off into the woods
while everyone else in the house and cabins still slept soundly. The sun
had risen by then and the woods, though wet and misty, were illuminated by shafts of yellow sunlight. We walked along a puncheon trail that
had been built the year before by Charlie and his crew. Mr. C carried his
camera box in his right hand and the tripod over his left shoulder while
Marie and I lagged behind, hugging our matching wool mackinaws about
our bodies. Then, right where the wood planks ended and turned into a
narrow dirt trail snaking into the forest, I glimpsed a figure up the slope
to our right, perhaps a hundred feet away.
“Who’s that?” I said to Marie, who was walking several steps ahead of
me. She stopped and looked to where I pointed.
“Where?” she asked. “I don’t see anyone.”
I had already lost sight of the figure. That part of the woods was thick
with alder trees and the drooping boughs of young hemlock. A thick undergrowth covered the forest floor. In addition, the morning sunlight created all manner of deceptive shadows. I peered a few moments longer at
the spot where I thought I saw the figure and decided it must have been
one of the men from the crew relieving himself or a trick of the light.
“Maybe you saw a bear,” Marie said, trying to frighten me.
“That’s quite possible,” chimed in Mr. C, who stopped several yards

up the trail to see what was keeping us. “Ursus americanus is all through
these woods. But he’s typically very shy.”
Mr. C handed the camera to Marie and the tripod to me and walked ahead
to scout out sites where he could pose us in one of his tableaus. We eventually found him standing before an enormous fir tree, studying its trunk.
“Here,” he said and took the equipment from us. As he went about
setting up the tripod and securing the camera to it, I scanned the woods
for bears. They didn’t worry me. I just wanted to see one. Meanwhile,
Marie took her slim cigarette case from her coat pocket, removed a cigarette, and lit it with a small silver lighter. No one spoke until Mr. C instructed us to remove our coats and for each of us to stand on one side
of the tree trunk with hands and forehead pressed against it.
Marie stomped out her cigarette and gave me an exasperated glance as
we removed our mackinaws and approached the tree.
“Shoes off too,” he said as he screwed a lens onto the camera.
We removed our shoes, and when Marie tossed one of hers at Mr. C,
he didn’t even glance up, but just said, “That’ll do.”
The forest floor was soft and almost ticklish, but very cold. In our
white chiffon-and-lace nightgowns—negligees really—Marie and I
leaned into the tree. The bark was coarse, and an amber-colored pitch
stained its thick grooves here and there. Marie and I could not even see
one another from our opposite sides of the trunk. It would have taken
The Nartell Quadruplets to reach all the way around its circumference.
“How old is this tree?” I asked, looking up through the lower branches to its crown. “Older than America?”
“Much older,” Mr. C said and looked up at us from the camera. “Are
you ready?”
We pressed our palms and foreheads against the trunk as instructed
and he took several shots of us. He then had us sit at the base of the
trunk, facing each other and leaning forward to grasp one another’s arms.
By now, without our coats or shoes, the morning chill had made us both,
well, attentive, and with this advantage in mind, Mr. C next had us pose
with our backs against the trunk and—as Marie rolled her eyes at me—
drape our arms languorously over our heads.
From the fir tree we moved on to a marshy bed of skunk cabbage
where we crouched in among the bunchy green leaves, which, low to the
ground, gave off a faintly sweet civet odor. Mr. C had us hold the center
stem of the plant in one hand and with the other cup the yellowish
sheath at the end of the stem while gazing with woodland amorousness
at the knobby red stamen within.

“Really, Mr. Conlin,” Marie said as he snapped his photographs. “Does
Lillian know what a naughty man you are?”
“She knows,” he said bluntly.
Most everyone knew of Mr. C’s photographic predilections, and although he assured us that the photos remained in his private collection,
we knew he occasionally bestowed them upon male friends and associates as gifts, including photos far racier than those he took in the woods
that day. Yet, when he hinted once at holding a private exhibition at his
home in Los Angeles, Marie and I threatened never to pose for him again
if he dared do such a thing. That said, we enjoyed indulging him. The
sessions were usually playful outings, a chance to poke fun at Mr. C, and
young as we were, we felt flattered by the attention. We also liked to speculate that the photographs might help us get us into the movies someday.
We spent another two hours in the woods. He had us straddle the
trunk of a spruce tree that had fallen beside the trail. We put red columbine in our hair, hung long stringy Methuselah’s beard over our arms and
shoulders, and pirouetted through the salal and sword ferns. We even
removed our gowns and covered ourselves with cedar boughs as if they
were large fans.
Mr. C was delighted with how the session was going when we came
upon a sprawling big-leaf maple, an old, solitary tree with limbs that
stretched out and away from its massive trunk, making a small clearing
at its base.
“Come on, girls,” he called. “Up you go.”
Mr. C, as I’ve said, was a tall man. Six feet and a half, Lillian once told
us, adding, “It’s the half you need to watch out for.”
Marie and I, on the other hand, just cleared five feet and barely
weighed a hundred pounds each.
“That’s awfully high,” said Marie. She had her wool mackinaw back
on and pulled it tightly about herself as she looked worriedly at the old
maple tree.
This was how it was with her. She was generally the more cautious
and I the more daring. I was the first to attempt anything, whether it
was trying a backflip, riding a bicycle, or plunging into the surf at Santa
Monica beach. Identical twins are funny that way. They might match one
another in appearance down to the daintiest detail, yet temperamentally
they can be true opposites. Our own mother had difficulty telling us
apart, and it was downright impossible for the nuns at Saint Anne’s to do
so, but all anyone ever had to do to distinguish one from the other—me
from Marie and vice versa—was to genuinely come to know us.
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AT FORT WORDEN
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a crooner in the contemporary Seattle club scene, his relationship
with his hometown sweetheart is jeopardized, forcing him to choose
between his singing career and returning to work in the family mill.

In these three short novels, award-winning author Peter Donahue
explores the lives of three different individuals at tumultuous points
in history, painted against the backdrop of Washington’s Olympic
Peninsula. Like the Peninsula itself, each novel is both separate and
connected, unique to itself yet part of something larger. Marguerite
struggles with the emotional aftermath of sexual assault amidst the
mysticism and still-untamed wilderness of the 1920s. Avery navigates life as a “delinquent” in Fort Worden Treatment Center while
wrestling with racial tensions and explorations of gender identity
in the politically-charged 1960s. In the present day, Chris wrestles
with his own identity, struggling to separate his authentic self from
the troubling persona his grandmother so carefully crafted for him.
These characters are defined by both place and period, attempting to reach beyond these constraints to find enduring meaning in
their lives.
In his newest work of literary fiction, Donahue deftly explores
themes of gender identity, racial tensions, juvenile delinquency, compulsion, and infidelity. Amidst three significant cultural
movements in American history, from post-WWI hardships to the
Vietnam-era “summer of love” to present-day economic recovery,
these themes are firmly rooted in a sense of place and unapologetically challenge what it means to authentically love and live.

$17.00 USD/$20.00 CAN
978-1-932010-98-5

Available through IPS
www.ooligan.pdx.edu

